**Work Plan and Methodology**

I have divided research work into different phases in conjunction with the Data collection and Statistical data analysis. Initial way is determine the existing system of the Central Warehouse Corporation (Pune). The existing key problems, solutions and the limitation of the current system. The reasons why latest technology still has not been implemented by most of the warehouse corporation and what we can do further to make better utilization of the current system and explore the further enhancements.

This discussion describes a new research initiative; there are a number of open issues. Till now it is not clear at which system have a specification of normal behaviour could be most useful.

The study will be divided into two parts. The first part of the study would deal with the theoretical review of literature on Data Warehouse and Data mining and present status in relation to Central Warehouse Corporation. The second part contains the empirical analysis of collected data. On the whole, the study would be dealt in seven different chapters.

**Chapter-I** would deal with the Introduction, problem on hand and objectives and scope.

**Chapter-II** will be introduction of Central Warehouse Corporation, Profile of CWC, Product and function of Central Warehouse Corporation (Pune).

**Chapter-III** will discuss on the Hypothesis, History and Description of Current Issue.

**Chapter-IV** would Literature Review of different Books and National and International Journal on the Data Warehousing.

**Chapter-V** would Data Analysis which is collected from the Central Warehouse Corporation (Pune) with the help of different Software such SPSS, or Oracle etc.

**Chapter-VI** would encompass the summary of the Result Findings, Conclusions, Limitations, Recommendation and Scope for further extension of the study.
Chapter-VII Would be Bibliography.